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BULKHEAD T&O IP65 - Round

* Typically used for diffused lighting for both indoor and outdoor or wet environments
(IP65).

* Substitutes ceiling fixtures with fluorescent lamps to give immediate lighting without
flickering and increased duration.

* Essential design anywhere.

* Shockproof plastic 1004 body and screen.

* Operating temperature: -20°C +35°C.

* Typical uses: to light stairwells, terraces, corridors, communal areas, gardens,
bathrooms and anterooms.

Item Characteristics

420 gWeight

73 mmLenght

220 mmDiameter

120°Opening beam

4000 KColour temperature

Natural whiteLight Tonality

2000 LUMENFlux

0,09 ALamp Current

cavi/wiresBase

20 WNominal Power

220-240 VLamp Voltage

BH20Code

Performance

20kWh/1000h

A+Energy Class

25000 hLifetime

>80Irc/Ra

F145Photometry

560Axis cd
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Tech Info

2006/95/CE * Bassa Tensione 2004/108/CE *
Compatibilità Elettromagnetica 2011/65/UE *
RoHS 2012/19/UE * RAEE EN 61547 * anno
2010 EN 55015 * anno 2014 EN 61000-3-2 *
anno 2007 EN 61000-3-2/A1/A2 * anno 2011

EN 61000-3-3 * anno 2014 EN 60598-1 EN
60598-2-2 2010/30/EU * Energy Consumption

874/2012 * Regulation for Energy Labelling

Fulfilled Directives and norms

-25°C / +35°CT (°C) Working environment Temp.

70LLMMF - Lamp lumen maintenance
factor

0Mercury (mg)

<0,2sLamp start time

Instant Full LightWarm-up time up to 60 % of the full
light output

0,9Power Factor

100000Number of ON-OFF cycles

NODimmable

Spectrocolorimetry and Photometry

Eulumdat file for lighting calculations available on the website

Shipping info

8011905788919Master barcode

10 pzPack

8011905843632Item barcode

225 x 225 x 73
Single pack dimensions
L x H x D (mm)
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